This is a very unique multi-metalized fabric. Of course you get good far field RF shielding: 65-80 dB tested over 30MHz to 1GHz. But in addition, because of the Cobalt alloy top coating, this material offers remarkable radio-frequency \textit{magnetic} shielding in difficult near field conditions. Great for reducing interference between tightly placed components. Light weight (only 100 g/m$^2$) and very flexible, tight taffeta weave. Resistivity less than 0.1 Ohm/sq. 42 inch wide, silver colored.

\textbf{CobalTex™ (Cat. #1271)}

\textit{Exclusively from:}

Less EMF Inc
“The EMF Safety Superstore”
776B Watervliet Shaker Rd
Latham NY 12110 USA
Tel: 518-608-6479
www.lessemf.com